Abstract-Robotic teleoperation constitutes a key technique for networked manufacturing system. Since Internet is noisy and performance of telerobotic systems strongly depends on communication conditions, control strategies which could be used to distribute computation and communication resource properly and require less data transmission are required. Motion description language (MDL) is an appropriate solution. In this paper, comparison study between MDL-based and the traditional direct control method under randomly varying time-delay condition has been pursued which show that the MDL-based method has the ability to guarantee the stability of the whole telerobotic system under randomly varying time-delay condition. Furthermore, MDL-based method provides an uniform mathematical description on discrete control on the master site and continuous execution on the slave site. Simulation results indicate that the proposed method is promising for Networked Manufacturing development.
Furthermore, MDL has the expressiveness so that these commands can be used to describe any complex motion performed by the robot [6] . MDL has been pursued extensively recently. S. B. Andersson [7] proposed a symbolic feedback process for navigation in a large and imprecisely described environment, in 2008, his group discussed the construction of observer for language-driven control systems and how to identify the symbolic string driving the system through observation of its output [8] . M. Ergerstedt's group put forward a symbolic planning and control method for solving complex planning problems for robots and teams of robots [9] . A detailed description on MDL can be found in [10] .
This paper presents a MDL-based teleoperation paradigm for wheeled mobile robot and gives a simulation validation that the MDL-based method has the ability to guarantee the stability of the whole telerobotic system under randomly varying time-delay condition. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In section II, characteristics of Internet time-delay is analyzed firstly. Then we give a review on control strategies aiming at synchronization between master and slave site. In section III, general control paradigm based on MDL for telerobotic systems is described, following by the implementation of the control strategy on the wheeled mobile robot teleoperation. Section IV presents simulation results which illustrate the superiority of the MDL-based method against direct control method. Conclusions and future works are summarized in section V.
II. INTERNET TIME DELAY AND ACTION SYNCHRONIZATION METHOD

A. Characteristics of Internet Time Delay
The Internet time delay ( ) d T k can be described as follows [11] : [12] . The probability density function of shifted Gamma is as follows:
where α is the shape parameter, β the scale parameter, and γ the location parameter. We have conducted the RTT test between Shenyang and Shijiazhuang, the result is shown in Fig. 1 , probability density is shown in Fig. 2 . During data fit, we know that 14.4702
B. Review on Action Synchronization Method From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , we know that Internet time delay is randomly distributed and hard to be predict. The main effects of these delays are instability and desynchronization, which implies that commands get desynchronized to the feedback, resulting manoeuvre instability.
To get synchronized between master and slave site, N. Xi and T. J. Tran introduced the event-based method. The main idea is the introduction of a new type of clock as an action reference, non-time based action reference, which is based on the event-based planning and control theory [13, 14, 15] . Since the new action reference is not directly related to time, synchronization and the stability of the system can be guaranteed. Based on the event-based control method, X. M. Li proposed a hybrid event based control architecture for telerobotic systems. This framework does not require every part of the system to be strictly event synchronized [16] . Human operators change the master device input only when force and position thresholds are overcome or when the communication in a robot teleopertion system is interrupted. Based this observation, C. E. Garcia provided a hybrid control approach for telerobotic systems [17] . Y. Sun put forward a modeling and analysis method for mobile robot in a hybrid fashion [18] . K. Jezernik presented a new integrated task-scheduling, action-planning, and control method for a robotic manufacturing system. The use of hybrid discrete event model with the event-based planning and control provide a framework for the interaction of task scheduling, action planning, and control [19] . M. Wang presented an interactive control method for Internet-based mobile robot teleoperation [20] .
As far as characteristics of Internet transmission and robot autonomous ability are concerned, control strategies which can be used to distribute computational and communication resources reasonably are needed. On one hand, this method need less data transmission; on the other hand, it should provide a uniform mathematical description on discrete control at master site and continuous execution at the slave site.
III. MOBILE ROBOT TELEOPERATION PARADIGM BASED ON MOTION DESCRIPTION LANGUAGE
A. General Framework for MDL-based teleoperation
Since Internet is noisy and unreliable, control methods that require fewer data transmission are to prefer. This means remote robotic systems receive control commands only at several time spot, which forms a great difference from traditional direct control method. Meanwhile, human operator can also be brought out of the closed-loop control and working pressure can be reduced accordingly. MDL can be used to distribute resources since data transmission between master and slave site is reduced, while on slave site, the MDL interpreter generates continuous commands at a very high speed. Framework for MDL-based teleoperation is depicted in Fig. 3 .
In Fig. 3 , MDL alphabet is the set of motion atoms representing different control actions. From this alphabet, MDL planner produces a set of atom strings through concatenation operation, each string represents a particular motion for remote robotic system. Motion atoms take the form of ( ) as input and outputs an integer indicating which atom to execute next in the planned atom string. Positive integers indicate the number of segments to advance on the planned atom string, negative integers indicate the number of atoms to move back, while zero represents repetition of the current atom. The discrete event generator in Fig. 3 is used to evaluate the event function for the current atom. MDL interpreter takes the role of accepting motion atoms at a lower frequency and executing it at a higher frequency. It is obvious that the discrete event generator accomplishes a higher-level form of feedback control. In this framework the robot can be described as
where u , x , y and v are vector-valued functions of time,
G is a matrix, h and k are maps between vector spaces. If the slave robot receives an atom string ( )( ) ( ) 1  1  1  2  2  2 , , , 
B. Implementation of the MDL-based Framework on Wheeled Mobile Robot Teleoperation
In this subsection, the wheeled mobile robot will be teleoperated to move between two locations. Assume that the robot is constrained in a circle with radius r and will be controlled to move to the origin while its attitude angle should be β in the end. The wheeled mobile robot described in Fig. 4 can be considered as a kinematic state machine [6] and is governed by equations In our previous research [21] , we have derived several motion atoms which can be used to accomplish the control task. These atoms are described as follows. 
, : 
2) Atom ( ) 
3) Atom ( )
, ,δ u k : This atom can be used to stabilize the wheeled mobile robot (5) to the origin along the given line with obliquity β . Parameters in ( ) 3 3 3 , ,δ u k are described as follows
,
where 3 k is a positive value,
δ y is used to indicate which atom will be executed in the next control period ( )
According to these atoms, the motion alphabet used to control the slave robot can be defined as ( ) }   1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , ,
Given alphabet ∑ , a subset * ∑ , which denotes the set of strings of finite length over ∑ , can be obtained. A kind of language L which can be used to accomplish the teleoperation task is a subset of }   1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3   2  2  2  1  1  1  3  3  3   3  3  3   |  , ,  , Fig. 5 to 7 gives the robot trajectory, linear velocity and steering angle and state variables under traditional direct control mode. Fig. 8 to 10 illustrates the robot trajectory, linear velocity and steering angle and state variables under MDL-based teleoperation paradigm.
From Fig. 5 to 7 , we know that the remote robot is unstable under the randomly varying time-delay condition, because the synchronization between master and slave site is lost, control commands lose correspondence to the robot state. While in MDL-based control mode, control atoms correspond to discrete events strictly, remote robot will remain stationary until particular atom is received. Once the atom is received, the robot will move again from current posture. In traditional event-based control method, the master site and slave site are synchronized via continuous event reference, resulting in a high bandwidth requirement. In the MDL-based strategy, the discrete symbol, which representes idealized motion when executed on the robot, is synchronized with the discrete event generated by the discrete event generator. It should also be noted that time-out still exist because of the Internet time delay. From Fig. 8 to 10 , it is obvious that an atom string containing only three motion atoms can be used to control the wheeled mobile robot to move from initial posture to the desired final posture. The particular string is ( ) ( ) ( ) 1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , ,
It has been appreciated that control frameworks which can be used to distribute computational and communication resources are urgently needed to improve performance of telerobotic systems. In this paper, we presented a novel symbolic control framework for network based telerobotic systems. In this method, control commands take the form of motion description language. As a result, data transferred between the human operator and the remote robot has been reduced. It should be noted that since commands are in the form of parameterized language, they can be used to control remote robot to generate complex behaviors. The obvious characteristics of the MDL-based teleoperation paradigm is that it gives a uniform mathematical description on discrete control on master site and continuous execution on slave site. The discrete program, which is in the form of atom strings, is strictly synchronized with the discrete event generated by the discrete event generator. This paper gives a validation that MDL-based control method can guarantee the stability of the whole telerobotic system. However, the human-machine interface is not introduced in this paper. Future works will focus on the implementation of the proposed MDL-based paradigm in a real tele-manipulator system and the human machine interface design. 
